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Cocktails in ice spheres. Caviar made of olive oil. Disappearing transparent 
raviolis. Sound cool? Well these are all examples of Molecular Gastronomy. 
Molecular Gastronomy blends physics and chemistry to transform the tastes and 
textures of food. The result? New and innovative dining experiences. Molecular 
cuisine, it - molecular gastronomy , appeared in 1992 , with the filing of a chemist 
Hervé Tisza and physics Nicholas Kurti. The term Molecular Gastronomy is 
commonly used to describe a style of cuisine in which chefs explore culinary 
possibilities by borrowing tools from the science lab and ingredients from the food 
industry. Formally, the term molecular gastronomy refers to the scientific discipline 
that studies the physical and chemical processes that occur while cooking. Molecular 
gastronomy seeks to investigate and explain the chemical reasons behind the 
transformation of ingredients, as well as the social, artistic and technical components 
of culinary and gastronomic phenomena.

Since the beginning of the XXI century chef molecular cuisine began to gain 
the top position of restaurant rating. A visit marked the tabloids space has become
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fashionable and even necessary. But what does it offer to customers ?A bit of 
everything . And - it is not clearing fact , such a cooking - show for the jaded . 
Moreover , the food and drinks will hide their true nature in crystals , gels , foams , 
and other atypical forms. The portions are minimal, sometimes - not more than a 
teaspoon. A visitor can not understand what he's going to eat until you try outlandish 
dish. And how , indeed, to guess the "before" that ice cream - herring ? Or what to 
look completely raw piece of salmon in fact perfectly frizzled , foam, similar to the 
one that stays on the bottom of the glass with drunk natural juice - nothing like meat 
...By the way , this foam - one of the trademarks of molecular cuisine . It's called 
Espuma , and make it possible out of anything , we just have to know how .

Many modem chefs do not accept the term molecular gastronomy to describe 
their style of cooking and prefer other terms like "modern cuisine", "modemist 
cuisine", "experimental cuisine" or "avant-garde cuisine". The famous chef Heston 
Blumenthal says molecular gastronomy makes cuisine sound elitist and inaccessible, 
as though you need a degree in rocket science to enjoy it. In the end, molecular 
gastronomy or molecular cuisine - or whatever you want to call this cooking style - 
refers to experimental restaurant cooking driven by the desire of modern cooks to 
explore the world's wide variety of ingredients, tools and techniques. Molecular 
gastronomy research starts in the kitchen where chefs study how food tastes and 
behaves under different temperatures, pressures and other scientific conditions.

Molecular gastronomy experiments have resulted in new innovative dishes 
like hot gelatins, airs, faux caviar, spherical ravioli, crab ice cream and olive oil 
spiral. The potential of molecular gastronomy is enormous. It is revolutionizing 
traditional cooking and transforming dining into a surprising emotional and sensory 
experience.

If you want to taste the best of molecular gastronomy you need to visit one of 
these restaurants: 1. Fat Duck, London; 2. Atelier Crenn, San Francisco; 3. Noma, 
Copenhagen; 4. Haven, Miami Beach; 5. Alinea, Chicago.
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